
SENATE 1345

By Mr. Foley, a petition of Daniel J. Foley for legislation to regulate
the destruction of motor vehicles. Public Safety.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Six,

An Act regulating the destruction of motor vehicles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 90 of the General Laws is hereby amended by in-
-2 setting after section 24E the following section:
3 Section No person shall remove a bonded or stolen mo-
-4 tor vehicle on a public way or any place to which the public
5 has right of access without the express consent of the owner
6 of such vehicle nor without the written permission of the
7 police department. The owner or operator of a motor vehicle
8 that is designed to carry or tow another vehicle for the pur-
-9 pose of resale shall be licensed for that specific purpose or as

10 a towing service. The owner or agent of a motor vehicle sal-
-11 vage yard or junk yard shall, upon receipt of a motor vehicle,
12 obtain a bill of sale or title from the owner of such vehicle or
13 from his authorized agent.
14 The owner of any machine that is designed to crush,
15 mutilate or destroy a motor vehicle whether the machine be
16 mobile, affixed permanently, shall have that machine listed
17 with a state agency. Prior to the destruction of a motor
18 vehicle by a machine, the owner or operator of such machine
19 shall remove from such motor vehicle the vehicle identification
20 number and submit said number to the registrar of motor
21 vehicles.
22 If the owner or agent of a salvage or junk yard sells crushed
23 or mutilated motor vehicles to an iron reprocessing center, he
24 shall submit to the registrar of motor vehicles the make,
25 model, year and vehicle identification number, along with the
26 vehicle identification plate. If the owner or agent of a salvage
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or junk yard transports crushed or mutilated vehicles without
the commonwealth for purposes of resale, the operator of the
transporter shall carry a list of the vehicles being transported,
and a copy of such list, along with the vehicle identification
plates, shall be forwarded to said registrar.

Any person or corporation convicted of violation of any pro-
vision of this section shall forfeit any licenses issued which is
related to such violation and shall be punished by a fine of not
less than one thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not less
than two years, or both.
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